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“ RFAX VA
‘

)
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)

v. ) CivilActionNo.
2018 05436

)

DAVID SCI-INARE,
.

)

)

_ >

)

Defendant, )

COMPLAINT

COMES NOW the plaintiff, Free Market Environmental Law Clinic, PLLC

(“Free Market”), by counsel and for its complaint state the following:

Mic;

1. Free Market is a professional limited liability company organized and

existing under the laws of the Commonwealth ofVirginia, also having registered with

and having filed annual reports with the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) for the

entirety of its existence as a tax-exempt, board—governed corporation under Section

501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, on which basis Free Market raised charitable

contributions.

2. The defendant, David Schnare (“Schnare”), is a natural person who

resides and is domiciled in Fairfax County, Virginia.

 
 

        

    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
   

  

      

    

   
  

 

 
       

 

  

 

 

          

           

 

           

             

             

           

              

 

           

 

 
        



Jurisdiction and Venue

3.

Jurisdictio?
is proper in this court pursuant to Virginia Code § 17.1—513.

4. Venue is pioper in this court pursuant to Virginia Code § 8.01-262.

Nature of the Disgute

5. This is a dispute over loss and damages incurred as a result of, and

exposure to further harms caused by, the legal malpractice and breach of fiduciary

duty by Schnare in the formation and operation of Free Market; by his false

representations to the IRS on behalf of Free Market; by his misappropriation and

commingling of funds, cashing checks donated for tax-exempt charitable purposes to

a group he knew or should have known was proceeding on false premises created by

him; by his attempting to convert and actually converting its assets to his own use;

and by recent efforts compounding these harms after Schnare admitted to his errors,

including attempting to extort Free Market.

6. Free Market discovered the malpractice and other behavior

documented herein after Matthew Hardin (“Hardin”), Free Market’s chairman of the

board, was asked by the Free Market board of directors on or about December 22,

2017 to join its membership as of a planned December 27, 2017, telephonic board

meeting. The new board of directors subsequently elected Hardin its chairman.

7. This new board of directors sought to review the group’s financial

records, prompting a

repent
chain of demands for payout and threats by Schnare, and

Free Market’s efforts to protect Free Market’s assets as further set forth in this

complaint.

   

 

 

             

           
 

    

               

             

              

             

           

               

               

             

      

         

           

               

              

           

            

              

 

              

 

 



8. When Schnare learned of the request for Free Market’s financial

records, and was confronted with his mistakes, and in the face of outside legal counsel

ofhis own hiring asserting the errors and most appropriate path forward offering the

'

least risk, Schnare requed to produce or relinquish control ofFree Market’s financial

records and assets. He instead claimed them as his own, refusing to allow dissolution

of Free Market unless interested parties agreed to his demands for approximately a

quarter of a million-dollar payout to “keep things quiet,” and agreed to not sue him

or his colleague for their actions relating to Free Market.

9. Schnare’s malpractice and breaches of duties have made it so that Free

Market cannot continue its mission and must dissolve.

10. Schnare has committed further malpractice and breaches of duty by

representing the interests of Free Market’s subsequently-terminated Executive

Director, assisting him in these activities, demands, and threats against Free Market.

11. After having his demands rebuffed, Schnare purported to commit Free

Market to pay outside legal counsel, ostensibly on Free Market’s behalf yet actually

for the purposes of representing his own interests, in an effort to avoid incurring legal

bills to defend his actions.

12. By this latter act, Schnare threatens and is attempting to saddle Free

Market with further financial consequences of his behavior, in furtherance of his

express threats to drainI Free Market’s assets if interested parties did not agree to his

demands.
E
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13. Schnare’ multiple errors and mistakes, to which he has admitted,

have caused Free Market irreparable harm, in that it may no longer fulfill its mission

and must be dissolved as a result.

14. Schnare’s continuing behavior is causing Free Market further and

continuing reputational and financial harms and is placing the organization at risk

of still further future harms.

Background

15. Schnare prepared the initial organizational documents to create Free

Market in 2011, as the .George Mason Environmental Law Clinic, PLLC, d/b/a Free

Market Environmental ,Law Clinic (the “Mason Clinic”). Exhibit 1.

16. Among these organizational documents were the bylaws. “On or about

July 29, 2011, David W. Schnare, as incorporator, executed bylaws of the Free Market

Environmental Law Clinic ostensibly at the direction of the Board of Directors.”

Exhibit 3. 0.1, referencing Exhibit 4, bylaws.

17. Under the terms of the bylaws executed July 29, 2011, Free Market was

to be governed by a Board of Directors “. . .responsible for overall policy and direction

of the association...” Exhibitnfi Article III. Section 1.

18. The bylaws further stated that “[t]here is no membership” in Free

Market. Exhibit 2, Article H, Section 1.

19. The articles of incorporation also stated Free Market “...shall have no

i
members.” Exhibit 5, fl. 6.

           

               

 
       

          

            

     

 

          

             

         

           

              

            

        

              

                

           

            

       

              
 

 
     

 



20. In 2018, after learning of demands to examine Free Market’s books,

Schnare retained outside counsel, ostensibly on behalfofFree Market, for the purpose

of assessing Schnare’s egxposure,
Free Market’s risk, and paths forward.

21. Counsel advised Schnare and “all interested parties in the Free Market

Environmental Law Clinic” that, inter alia, “Absent a showing that the disclaimer of

membership interests in the bylaws was a scrivener’s error and therefore subject to

routine amendment, Mr. Schnare cannot be considered a member of FME” were Free

Market to attempt to correct Schnare’s various errors and misrepresentations to the

IRS, and to continue operating as a PLLC. Exhibit 3, Q. 5.

22. Schnare then falsely represented, in pleadings before this Court, that

an entirely different version of bylaws, unburdened by‘ such language, is in fact the

real July 2011 Free Market bylaws (see, infra).

23. Before registering Free Market with the Virginia State Corporation

Commission (“SOC”) as a Virginia nonstock corporation in 2011, Schnare filed an

application for tax-exempt status with the IRS, seeking approval ofFree Market as a

501(c)(3) charitable organization (Form 1023).

24. In doing so, Schnare made numerous material representations which

his own deliberate actions, and negligent or deliberate inaction, soon turned into

material misrepresentations fatal to Free Market’s continued operation.

 

 

            

            

          

            

             

             

            

            

            

           

              

        

          

            

              

     

          

            

        

 



25. As described, infra, Schnare’s errors and malpractice include telling

different stories of whiat he did throughout this process to difi‘erent audiences,

repeatedly also telling the same audience difi'erent versions, and submitting different

versions of organizational documents, as circumstances dictated.

26. A limited liability company cannot obtain a 501(c)(3) non-profit tax;

exempt determination. The IRS granted Free Market 501(c)(3) tax—exempt status on

the basis of Schnare’s August 1, 2011, misrepresentations, which became untrue by

his own hand within days after he filed them, and before the IRS acted on them.

27. After representing to the IRS that Free Market was a non—stock

corporation, Schnare then formed Free Market as a limited liability corporation with

the SCC. Annually thereafter, Schnare filed Forms 990 with the IRS declaring Free

Market was a proper tax-exempt organization, despite its actual organizational

structure making this untrue.

28. By his actions and inactions, Schnare created a conflict with the IRS

application for tax—exempt status on behalfofFree Market. This conflict now requires

Free Market to dissolve.

29. Instead of resolving this conflict, even afier he was informed of his

original errors, Schnare kept this as his secret, paying himself from Free Market’s

assets raised as charitable contributions, and letting a hire he made, former

Executive Director Chaim Mandelbaum (“Mandelbaum”), in on his secret, providing
I

Mandelbaum large raises while maintaining control of the organization’s finances

himself, even after purporting to have resigned.
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30. Schnare knew or should have known that the application for tax-

exempt status he submitted to the IRS for Free Market was made inaccurate by his

own filings as a PLLC with SCC, within six or fewer days of attesting to a different,

permissible organizational structure to the IRS, whose forms repeatedly, in bold type,

seek assurance that an applicant is not a limited liability company.

31. By Schnare’s own account, he was also informed this this fact six or

fewer days later days when advised by Virginia’s SCC, yet he chose to not inform the

IRS.

32. Schnare knew or should have known that that he was obligated to

remedy Free Market’s IRS application for tax-exempt status, and that using an LLC

to hold assets for a 501(c)3 non-profit corporation required him to have the LLC be a

qualified subsidiary of the 501(c)(3) non-profit, requiring the LLC’s sole member to

be the Section 501(c)(3) non—profit. See IRC Reg. 301.7701-3 et seq., as interpreted by

Ann. 99-62 1999—43 I.R.B. 545.

33. Schnare instead proceeded for IRS purposes as if Free Market were a

nonstock corporation, instead ofamending the pending IRS application attesting that

Free Market was not a limited liability company. Acknowledging this, however, would

have forced Schnare to admit to the mistakes that created now-fatal complications

for Free Market.

34. On January 27, 2018, Schnare claimed to Hardin that, having sent the

501(c)(3) application dated August 1, 2011, on which the IRS had not yet ruled on

when he learned ofhis rror mere days later, “I couldn’t pull it back.”
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35. Schnare loffered no authority supporting this rationalization for

I
malpractice which hasi forced Free Market into dissolution, that an as-yet-not

l

processed application for tax-exempt status, or even that status, once granted, cannot

be “pulled bac .”

36. Instead, over six years later, on January 27, 2018, Schnare admitted

to Hardin that he in fact never considered informing the IRS of what immediately

became a material misrepresentation impacting Free Market’s ability to operate

under its organizational structure.

37. Schnare’s rationale to Hardin for not amending his attestation to the

IRS about Free Market’s organizational structure was instead an apparent loss of

agency. “The 501(c)(3) stuff was already on its way. I couldn’t pull it back. And we’d

asked for accelerated review. So, I get back, I send in the PLLC, it’s a form. You fill

it out on line and you send it to them. I had to pay an extra five bucks or something

ridiculously small I don’t know. The PLLC comes back, approved, within days, the

501(c)(3) comes back approved. And I gave it no more thought whatsoever.”

38. Notwithstanding this confession, mere weeks later, once Free Market

filed suit against Schnare seeking to obtain control of its financial records and assets

and also obtain an accounting ofSchnare’s confessed commingling, Schnare employed

the passive voice and no specifics or substantiation in attesting before this Court, in

a pleading, “The IRS was notified of the issues raised by the [800] and that the entity

being formed was to be :a Professional Limited Liability Company.” Exhibit 22.

 

 

         

           

 
 

            

   

            

              

          

    

            

            

                

                  

                    

             

            

          

              

           

              

                 

           

 



39. As set forth, infra, all evidence available to Free Market suggests that

the first time the IRS learned of Schnare’s mistakes was when Hardin informed it on

January 27, 2018.
g

40. Although Schnare declined to remedy his inaccurate, organic filing with

the IRS on behalf of Free Market, and ‘confront the complications he had created,

records in Free Market’s possession show that at some point Schnare changed how

he characterized himself in documents, from “Incorporator” (nonstock corporation) to

“Organizer” (limited liability corporation), in service to his mistakes.

41. What Schnare did not change or remedy were his representations to

the IRS to mitigate or negate the jeopardy he created for Free Market, instead

allowing matters to proceed on the basis of his no longer true representations.

42. Schnare instead proceeded to file annual, sworn Forms 990 for Free

Market, attesting to its organizational structure he claimed to obtain tax-exempt

status.

43. After proceeding with the flawed structure despite having been

informed by the SCC of his error, Schnare then began paying himself from Free

Market’s assets $55,000 .in 2012, as “Law Clinic Director and Board Director”,

according to Free Market’s IRS Form 990 for 2012, its first such required filing.

Exhibit 6.

44. N0 other Free Market officer purported to practice law on behalfofFree

Market, whether as dirlector of its Law Clinic or otherwise.

 

 

 
            

 

               

   

 

            

              

             

          

         

            

              

             

            

           

 

          

              

            

              

  

 
              

 
 

          

 



III

45. Upon information and belief, no other board member at the time was

personally involved in these filings.

46. AccordingI to Free Market’s IRS Forms 990, no other board member

received compensation.

47. The creation of Free Market as described above, and all of the related
_

filing and commingling of funds, occurred in the course of Schnare practicing law as

a Virginia-barred attorney, signing Free Market filing-related correspondence “Esq.”,

and serving as Director of Free Market’s Law Clinic, in which role Schnare bore

heightened obligations to ensure compliance with applicable legal requirements

which, he also knew or should have known, he had made fatally defective before the

IRS had even processed the applications for tax-exempt status.

48. Schnare continued his malpractice with each day by “not giving it

another though ,” and has c0mpounded it by inaction, affirmatively with each

subsequent inaccurate tax filing, and by his subsequent conflicted representation of

a former employee’s interests against Free Market, his efforts to convert Free

Market’s assets, and attempt to extort Free Market.

49. Each year, Schnare represented to the IRS that the entity was

governed by a board of directors consistent with tax exemption requirements.

50. At no time did Schnare remedy or notify any party ofthe errors he made

or otherwise inform them of the fatal web of his various filings’ contradictions in

!

attempting to form a min-stock, tax-exempt entity.

1
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51. Instead, ilchnare further compounded these actions by commingling

and/or misappropfiating Free Market’s assets, including placing them in his own

name.

52. Schnare now has sought to convert the entirety ofFree Market’s assets,

on the grounds that the result ofhis mistakes is such that everything is in fact “mine,

personally”.

53. Free Market’s IRS Forms 990 show Schnare previously transferred

approximately a quarter of a million dollars ofFree Market’s assets in the three most

recent years for which tax forms are publicly available to another group, the Energy

& Environment Legal Institute (“EELI”), on whose Board of directors he sits, and on

Whose board he served concurrently, including as chairman. Exhibits 8 - 10.

54. . These transfers included $40,000 of Free Market’s money sent to EELI

in 2014, $172,500 in 2015, and $33,082 in 2016 (Free Market Forms 990 pp. 15).

Exhibits 8, 9, 10.

55. Free Market does not yet know what sums if any Schnare transferred

to EELI in 2017 because 2017 Forms 990 are not yet publicly available.

56. Upon information and belief, when confronted with his errors, Schnare

hurriedly attempted in January 2018 to shift all of the rest of Free Market’s assets to

that group other than the quarter of a million dollars he demanded for himself and

Mandelbaum to “keep things quiet”.
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57. Each of

Flree
Market’s IRS Forms 990 since its formation attests that

“[t]he organization’s bodks are in care of’ Schnare (990—EZ)(2012), or “the person who

possesses the organization’s books” is Schnare (990)(2013-2016).

58. According to Free Market’s IRS Forms 990, at no time did Schnare

allow an outside party to prepare the group’s tax filings, which would require

examination of its financial records.

59. When Free Market’s financial situation required it, by statute, to obtain

an independent audit of its finances under Virginia law, Schnare declined to do so.

60. Virginia requires non-profit corporations with gross annual revenue of

at least $750,000 in the previous year to provide a financial review performed by an

independent certified public accountant. See Virginia Code § 58.1-609.11

61. According to Free Market’s Form 990 signed by Schnare on August 7,

2016, Exhibit 9, and again by its 2016 Form 990 signed by Schnare on May 5, 2017,

Exhibit 10, in 2015 Free Market had $913,280.00 in receipts.

62. Hardin sought the audit information on January 6, 2018, specifically

citing to past Schnare’s past representations that an audit of Free Market had been

performed.

63. Schnare replied that same day that Hardin was mistaken and no audit

had occurred since 2015, which covered the 2014 fiscal year. Schnare thereby

admitted to further failiures
to satisfy his obligations as counsel to Free Market as a

member of its board, arid as and Director of its Law Clinic.

12
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._

__.._..____—___

64. None of the
current board of Free Market has ever seen Free Market’s

financial records other 1%han the annual, publicly-available 990 filings with the IRS.

65. Free Market through its new board of directors learned of these errors

in December 2017.

66. Schnare has now serially admitted to these errors both in writing and

otherwise.

67. The above-detailed pretenses continued as Schnare’s secret until the

new board of directors requested the group’s financial and other records.

68. Upon information and belief, the sole other party privy to these

deficiencies prior to the board learning of them is Virginia-barred attorney and Free

Market’s former Executive Director Mandelbaum, to whom Schnare gave 50% in pay

increases over five years, and a three-year contract as “Chairman of the Board”, after

resigning from Free Market’s Board, and further being prohibited by terms of his

employment with the United States Environmental Protection Agency fi'om engaging

in such behavior. Exhibit 13.

69. Mandelbaum has separately acknowledged both to Hardin, and in

writing, that he learned at some point in 2017 that Schnare had placed the group’s

assets in Schnare’s own name, which Mandelbaum also acknowledged in Free Market

Board Minutes. Minutes ofJune 30, 2017 Free Market Board Meeting, Exhibit 11.
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70. From this series of mistakes and other actions, Schnare now seeks to

further profit for himself and Mandelbaum and has also claimed all ofFree Market’s

assets as his own under these same threats and demands (which assets have been

attached by order of this Court, Exhibit 12).

71. Specifically, when Free Market sought to execute the advice that

outside counsel provided to Schnare, Schnare demanded over a quarter of a million

dollars in payouts, and a promise by all parties not to sue him or Mandelbaum for

their actions.

72. After Free Market learned of Schnare’s errors and continuing failure

mitigate or remedy them, and although all parties were advised by counsel that the

course of least risk was to “start a new entity and then donate the assets of FME to

the new entity [which] would be less likely to trigger any IRS review,” Schnare’s

demand was made to “keep things quiet” under threat of investigation of Free

Market, leading to possible further losses to the group from his actions along with

possible forced dissolution and forfeiture of assets.

73. Schnare Compounded the group’s costs and exposure by demanding he

first receive a payoff of approximately $80,000 out of charitable contributions (the

equivalent of two years of what Free Market was paying him as listed on the most

recent Form 9901), not for working, but to “keep things quiet,” accompanied by a

promise by all involved {parties to not sue him for his actions.

1 As detailed, irtzfra, at the January 27, 2018 meeting, Schnare stated a

willingness, should all of his conditions be met, to turn over “$600,000 or so” of the,

at the time, claimed $877,270.20. He demanded $185,000 for Mandelbaum, meaning

Schnare also demanded $80,000 “or so”.

14

 

             

              

              

        

           

             

                

  

           

              

                  

              

             

              

       

           

            

                

              

            

 

             

                

           

      

 



74. Similarly, Schnare tied his demands for money and freedom from

liability to demands that: his partner in the enterprise in recent years, Mandelbaum,

receive a payoff out of charitable contributions of two years of pay at the new, post-

resignation rate Schnare purported to award Mandelbaum (totaling $185,000).

75. These demanded payments were not compensation, but rather to “keep

things quiet,” accompanied by a promise by all involved parties to not sue either party

for their actions.

76. Further compounding the malpractice and breaches of duty is that his

demand that Free Market pay Mandelbaum to “keep things quie ”is grounded in the

troubling arrangement Schnare purportedly agreed to on behalf of Free Market,

Exhibit 13 subsequent to his own January 20, 2017, letter taking a leave of absence

“as of noon today”. Exhibit 14.

77. Specifically, on January 22, 2017 Schnare, signing as “Chair, Board of

Directors” purported to obligate Free Market to a three-year contract with

Mandelbaum. Exhibit 13.

78. The terms of this contract include purporting to restrict Free Market’s

ability to terminate Mandelbaum, Exhibit 13 fl 10, and regular salary increases of

nearly 6 percent each in years two and three, Exhibit 13 fl 4, which upon information

and belief was on the heels of a substantial raise mere months before, and two

previous double—digit iricreases in late 2015 and late 2016.

79. This mdians that by his own assertions, having already departed,

I

while holding no positiflm as an officer with Free Market (which also was a condition

15

           

             

                
 
 

         

           

               

   

            

              

           

               

      

            

           

   

            

             

                

               

 
         

 

 

 

           
 

 

               

 
 

 



of his “having accepted a senior position with the US. EP
”

(Exhibit 14) beginning
I

with the incoming adniinistration at noon on January 20, 2017), Schnare had no

authority to contract, arid was contractually and ethically prohibited from purporting

to contract, as chairman of the board or otherwise on behalf of Free Market.

80. At the same time, Schnare disavowed and relinquished any authority

to “take part in [any] Board Actions other than selection of a new Board Member.”

81. On information and belief, Schnare sent a copy ofhis January 20, 2017

resignation memo to Mandelbaum.

82. On January 22, 2017 Schnare purported to enter an employment

agreement on behalf ofFree Market bringing the total of raises he gave Mandelbaum

over five years to 50%, along with a three-year contract narrowly restricting the

group’s ability to terminate Mandelbaum, all ofwhich were without precedent for this

non—profit group.

83. Mandelbaum previously expressed to Hardin his intention to “ride”

Free Market until the money ran out.

84. Together with Mandelbaum, Schnare engaged in a series of threats to

engage in litigation unless his demands were met specifically noting that to defend

against their claims, in addition to not “keep[ingl things quiet”, would drain the

group’s assets in litigation costs.

85. Schnare’s further errors include violating the requirement in Virginia

Code § 57—49 that, “Evpry
charitable organization, except as otherwise provided in

i
this chapter, which intends to solicit contributions within the Commonwealth, or

16

 

              
 

 
 

             

 
 

           

              

           

               

             

    

           

              

    
 

        

             

  

          

       

            

             

             

     

          
 

            

 

 
           

 



have funds solicited
01'1

its behalf, shall, prior to any solicitation, file an initial

registration statement l‘with the Commissioner upon forms acceptable to him”, and

every year thereafter. .

86. Upon information and belief, despite knowingly soliciting funds in

Virginia and creating fundraising materials knowingly and expressly for distribution

in Virginia, Schnare never registered Free Market to raise funds as required by filing

Form 102, Virginia Exemption Application for a Charitable or Civic Organization,

and the annual required Remittance Form 102.

87. In a reversal ofhis admissions oferror and part ofan expanding pattern

of assigning responsibility and consequences ofhis errors to others, in January, 2018,

Schnare wrote to Free Market consultant Christopher Homer (“Homer”) (who, as

neither the organization nor a professional fundraiser, was not covered by Code § 57-

49), raising the threat of criminal prosecution of Homer for Free Market’s failure to

register Free Market to raise funds in Virginia, if Horner would not also agree to

promise not to sue Schnare for his actions and would encourage Hardin to accede to

Schnare’s demands. Exhibit 15.

88. This also reflects the approximate point in time when Schnare moved

from admitting his myriad errors which caused Free Market’s harms and exposures,

and began asserting it was other peoples’ problem, which he must be paid to walk

away from and with a promise by all parties involved that they not sue him for his

actions. 1
I
i
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89. Hardin n Itified the Virginia State Bar, IRS and other entities of what

he had learned, but5 was conflicted out of investigating (as Hardin is a

Commonwealth’s Attorney) due to the means by which he learned of it. In response,

Schnare wrote the next day to Homer, “Matt [Hardin] may have just caused great

harm to you. He gave notice to the IRS on our situation. This may lead to them pulling

our 501(c)(3) status, requiring loss of all our assets. It’s time you stepped up and put

a stop to this behavior.” Exhibit 16. 1/28/18 email to Homer, Subject, IRS.

90. Schnare had just set forth the “stop to this behavior” he demanded in

his e-mail to Homer the previous day: a demand that Free Market agree to Schnare’s

demands of a quarter of a million dollars in payouts and promise to hold him, and his

partner in the demands, harmless.

91. By Schnare’s myriad errors and continuing failure to notify the relevant

parties or to mitigate or remedy them, he created a host of problems and potential

liabilities for Free Market with the IRS.

92. For example, Schnare’s malpractice made “its [sic] status as a tax-

exempt entity under I.R.C. 501(c)(3) duestionable at best”, because Schnare

submitted incorrect organizational documents, or worse, submitted falsified

documents with IRS Form 1023. Yet, “[t]he annual filings reflect a PLLC organization

that is inconsistent with initial Form 1023 filing and is not wholly-owned by another

tax-exempt organizatioén.” Exhibit 3.

93. Further, j‘if the IRS were to investigate and rule that tax exempt status

!

was improperly obtaineld, [Free Market] would likely be forced to disgorge any monies

18
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raised and any contribu ors would have to amend their personal tax returns to reflect

donations to a

non-exenttpt
entity. In such a scenario, the members of the board would

have some exposure forl misrepresenting the status of the organization. The loss of

the tax exemption might also trigger the ethics issue discussed above.” Exhibit 3.

94. Schnare’s errors and continuing failure to mitigate or remedy them

created a situation whereby, according to outside counsel retained by Schnare, “the

Executive Director is in violation of Virginia Rule of Professional Responsibility

5.4(c).” Exhibit 3.

95. Additionally, Schnare’s errors and continuing failures to mitigate or

remedy them created a situation whereby, according to outside counsel retained by

Schnare, it cannot conduct its mission. Exhibit 3.

96. In addition to annually representing to the IRS that Free Market was

a board—governed entity, and entering contracts on Free Market’s behalf as “Chair,

Board of Directors”, among other affirmations, Schnare served on Free Market’s

board of directors and as its Executive Director until January 20, 2017, on Which date

he provided a letter to other members of the Board of Directors stating, inter alia,

Effective noon today, I am taking a partial leave of absence from FME Law,

having accepted a senior position with the US. EPA. I will remain on the Board

until we find a replacement, but will take part in no Board Actions other than

selection of a new Board Member.

I have handed off my duties as Director of the clinic to Chaim Mandelbaum.

He now has signature authority over all operations.
l

Exhibit 14.

I

l

l

l
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97 . Schnare siyled this letter, “Subject: Partial Leave ofAbsence”, because

he intended only to cozntinue managing a state public records case against the

University of Arizona, sitating, in pertinent part, “Once the Arizona case and a new

board member is elected, I will take a full leave of absence.”

98. That full leave also soon came. As of February 6, 2017, Schnare

expected to “step down from the Free Market Environmental Law Clinic’s board” as

of the next day, “[b]ecause the Trump administration has asked me to return to EP
”

where he was working as of noon on January 20, 2017, and where he believed he

would spend the next “[t]hree or four years at EPA in a senior management position”.

Exhibit 17.

99. Notwithstanding his representations, Free Market now knows that

Schnare was still endorsing checks written to the 501(c)(3) for designated, exempt

purposes, as recently as April 2017. Exhibit 18.

100. Free Market now knows that Schnare had Free Market’s assets in his

own name at this time. Exhibit 11, and January 27, 2018, Meeting in Greene County,

infra.

101. Regardless, Schnare’s plan of spending “[t]hree or four years at EPA

in a senior management position” did not work out and, as Schnare confessed to

Hardin in the January 27, 2018, meeting, he in fact “got totally cashiered at EPA”

almost immediately, suich that “you’re looking at a guy who feels pretty [expletive

deleted] defeated. So it"s personal to me.”

20
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1
102. Schnare was specifically referencing having learned, before making

these threats and

atterlnpting
to extort Free Market, that he was not welcome to

return to a role at Free Market.

103. It was at this January 27, 2018, meeting that Schnare instituted his

demands under threat of causing still more problems for Free Market than he had

created, by drawing attention to the disorder he had sown, with his suggested result

being the group potentially losing all of its assets either to the IRS, or drained by

Schnare and/or Mandelbaum in litigating the dispute.

Commingling, Conversiop, and/or Misappropriation

104. In the Meeting Minutes of Free Market’s Board of Directors’ June 30,

2017, Meeting, Mandelbaum noted: “4) Discussion of Bank Account a) Board Agreed

it should be moved from being in David Schnare’s name to a new Account under the

name Free Market Environmental law [sic] Clinic”. “Minutes Board Meeting 6-30-17”

Minutes, Exhibit 11, attached to 12/13/2017 E-Mail from Mandelbaum to Schnare,

and Free Market Board Members Stephen Gold (“Gold”), Mike Thompson

(“Thompson”) and Greg Garrison (“Garrison”).

105. Further, toward the end of the January 27, 2018, meeting in Greene

County, immediately before Schnare suggested he might claim sole ownership ofFree

Market’s assets although they have “never been mine,” he also confessed that he had'

previously commingled funds from the organization with his own personal

investments, and indeed that all of Free Market’s accounts were held in his personal

account, as of “a few In nths ago.”
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106. Mandell‘laum had previously indicated the same to Hardin during

2017, as well as recordiéng a need in the June 30, 2017 Minutes to return the assets

to Free Market.

I

107. Despite these confessions to Hardin, and despite the fact that Free

Market’s assets have in fact “never been [his]”, following the Greene County meeting,

Schnare wrote to all board members asserting that he is the sole member ofthe PLLC,

with control of all of its assets. Exhibit 19.

108. Upon information and belief, Schnare sought to quickly transfer more

than a half a milliou dollars more of Free Market’s assets to Energy & Environment

Legal in January 2018, one reason (among Schnare’s other threats) that Free Market

moved to obtain pre-suit attachment of Free Market’s assets on January 31, 2018.

See Civil Action No. CL 2018-1541. Exhibit 12.

109. Upon information and belief, Schnare continued to serve on the EELI

board of directors at least into as January 2018, when the culmination of the above-

described actions transpired.

110. Upon information and belief, Schnare informed at least two of the

other three members of EELI’s board (Craig Richardson and Steve Milloy) of his

dispute with Free Market and, as a result, that board balked at this next step out of

a desire to avoid becoming further entangled in Schnare’s machinations.

l
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l Schnare’s Various Filings

111. Schnareédrafied the organizational documents to create Free Market

in 2011, as the George lMason Environmental Law Clinic, PLLC d/b/a Free Market

Environmental Law Clinic, including bylaws of Free Market (the “bylaws“). By

Schnare’s own representations to counsel, he executed the bylaws ostensibly at the

direction of the board of directors, on or about July 29, 2011.

112. Section 1 of the bylaws refers to Free Market as a nonprofit non-stock

public interest organization. Exhibit 3, g. 2.

113. Under the terms of the bylaws, Free Market was to be governed by a

board of directors “...responsible for overall policy and direction of the association.. .”

Exhibit 2, Article III, Section 1.

114. The bylaws further state that “[t]here is no membership” in Free

Market. Exhibit 2. Article II. Section 1.

115. In the terms of these Articles, Schnare stated Free Market “...shall

have no members.” Exhibit 5, fl 6.

116. Subsequent to an initial, failed SCC formation ofFree Market at some

time before August 1, 2011, on or about that date Schnare filed an application for tax-

exempt status with the IRS as a 501(c)(3) charitable organization (Form 2013), with

no members. “Although the Form 1023 initially filed with the IRS does not reflect

Free Market’s status aEPLLC, the Forms 990 filed annually with the IRS reflect a

corporate structure of alPLLC.” Exhibit 3, Q. 2.
l

i

'1

l
I

I
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117. Schnarei attached to the Form 1023 purported organizational

documents claiming 11% members, as is required under Section 501(c)(3) of the

Internal Revenue Code, and that the corporation was governed by a board of

directors.

'

118. The IRS granted Free Market 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status on the

express representations, in bold text, that Free Market was organized as a nonstock

corporation and, in bold text, that it was not a limited liability company.

119. The SCC granted PLLC status on Schnare’s representation, made one

week later, that Free Market was organized as a limited liability company.

120. “[Iln completing Form 1023 for the IRS [in August 2011], [Free

Market] represented itself to be a corporation, and a copy ofArticles of Incorporation

for a non—existing Virginia Nonstock Corporation were attached to the IRS form (such

Articles of Incorporation were never submitted to the SCC). The Articles of

Incorporation are dated March 15, 2012. The Form 990 submitted each year to the

IRS indicates that [Free Market] is operating as a PLLC; however, based on our

research, a PLLC cannot be a tax-exempt organization unless it is wholly owned by

another tax-exempt organization.” (emphasis added)W.

121. Limited liability companies cannot obtain a non-profit tax—exempt

determination under Section 501(c)(3) because LLCs have members who are the

owners of the LLC, unlike a nonstock corporation, which has no stockholders.
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122. IRS Form 1023 Part II, “Organizational Structure”, item 2 asks, “Are

you a limited liabilitiy company (LLC)? If yes attach a copy of your articles of

organization showing certification of filing with the appropriate state agency...”

(emphasis in original).

123. Schnare stated that Free Market was not “a limited liability company”

and submitted the sworn form dated August 1, 2011, to the IRS. Exhibit 20 Part

11(2). (emphasis in original).

I

124. Schnare confessed to Hardin that limited liability companies cannot

obtain non-profit tax—exempt determinations under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal

Revenue Code in mid-January 2018, soon before initiating his threats, in referencing

the successor non-profit organization Hardin and others created in order to receive

Free Market’s assets upon the dissolution made necessary by Schnare’s malpractice.

“Be careful not to organize as an LLC or PLLC. They can obtain IRS 501(c)(3)

standing ONLY where they are wholly owned by a corporate 501(c)(3)”, citing to IRS

2001 CPE 111. Exhibit 21.

125. Schnare did not organize Free Market consistent with this counsel.

126. Schnare stated to Hardin in the same mid-January correspondence,

“We submitted as a nonstock corporation. The IRS converted us into a PLLC based

on our Articles of Organization” (emphasis added). Exhibit 21.

127. There is no evidence to support this claim, which is directly

contradicted by all records known to Free Market, by other confessions by Schnare

l

relevant to this action, and because it posits a legal impossibility.
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128. Instead, as part of the IRS application process for 501(c)(3) tax-exempt

status on behalf of Friae Market, Schnare identified Free Market as a Virginia

nonstock corporation, a position he abandoned almost immediately, then

perpetuated, depending on what he filed, and on situational needs.

129. Schnare first attempted to file articles of organization with the SCC

some time before August 10, 2011. Exhibit 1, Q. 2.

130. According to the Articles of Incorporation Schnare provided to outside

counsel and the IRS, but not to the board of directors of Free Market, this date was

“March 15, 2012”. Exhibit 3.

131. Free Market does not have and the SCC does not post on its website

any record of the contents of the Articles of Incorporation that, it appears, Schnare

provided to the IRS to obtain tax-exemption.

132. Part II of Schnare’s August 1, 2011 request for tax-exempt status for

Free Market (Form 1023) contains a certification that Free Market was formed as a

nonstock corporation with the SCC (Form 1023 Part II (1)). Exhibit 20, Part II(11.

133. In the same Part II, Schnare claimed Free Market was formed on July

29, 2011, Exhibit 20 Part I (112, which is the date of the bylaws asserting Free

Market was a board-governed nonstock corporation with no members.

V

134. The same Part II of Form 1023 instructs applicants, after “Are you a

limited liability company (LLC)?” (emphasis in original), that, “If “Yes”, attach a

copy of your articles bf organization showing certification of filing with the

appropriate state agency”. Exhibit 20.
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135. The

same
Part II (2) states, “Refer to the instructions for

circumstances when an :ELLC should not file its own exemption application.”Mil

22.

136. The same Form, Part III, states, in pertinent part, “The following

questions are designed to ensure that when you file this application, your organizing

document contains the required provisions to meet the organizational test under

section 501(c)(3)...DO NOT file this application until you have amended your

organizing document.” (CAPS and bold in original). Exhibit 20.

137. The same Form, Part III(1) and (2)(b), requires applicants to submit a

copy of their organizing documents affirming “specifically where your organizing

document meets this requirement” of “stating your exempt purpose(s)” (Part III(1)),

and “specify the location of your dissolution clause” affirming the condition for

501(c)(3) tax-exempt status that upon Part III (2)(b) and the 501(c)(3) exempt

purposes and structure. Exhibit 20.

138. In response to this latter question, Schnare indicated “Page 1,'Article

3”, and “Page 1, Article 5”, respectively. Exhibit 20.

139. The articles of organization for a domestic limited liability corporation

filed with the SCC, that Schnare also provided outside counsel for analysis, does not

match this description.

140. Further,l Schnare has provided two separate, materially different

versions of Free Market’s July 2011 bylaws to different audiences on difi'erent

l

occasions (see, infra), claiming
to different audiences that each such version was Free
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Market’s bylaws when he made this application to the IRS. Exhibit 22, Exhibit A;

Exhibit23. Only one ofithese documents satisfies IRS requirements; neither of them

matches the description of the originating document Schnare provided to the IRS

with Form 1023 Part III (2)(b).

141. Records suggest the originating document Schnare provided to the

IRS with Form 1023 was Schnare’s first, rejected attempt to organize Free Market

with the SCC. He filed this attempt to form Free Market as a nonstock corporation

on some date before filing “Amended Articles of Organization” with 800 on August

'

7, 2011, but has never provided it to Free Market’s board.

142. When Schnare provided Free Market’s Form 1023 to Hardin upon

request (as is legally required) (Exhibit 20), Schnare did not include whatever he

attached to the Form 1023 to the IRS, referenced in Part III, claiming to be Free

Market organizational documents consistent with 501(c)(3) requirements.

143. Upon information and belief, Schnare filed an organizing document

with IRS to obtain Free Market’s tax—exempt status that he unsuccessfully attempted

to file with the 'SCC, asserting a completely different structure than that actually

used to form Free Market with the SCC.

144. Upon information and belief, Schnare filed organizational documents

with the SCC asserting a completely different structure than in the records he had

just filed with the IRS, which subsequent SCC filing he never provided to the IRS.
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145. Articles of Amendment, filed mere weeks ago after Free Market

commenced litigation against Schnare and Mandelbaum, further support that the

organizing document on which Schnare premised his request for Free Market’s tax-

exempt status to the IRS, but never corrected, is Schnare’s failed, first attempt to

form a nonstock corporation in Virginia. Exhibit 24.

146. Specifically, on February 21, 2018, Schnare purported to amend Free

Market’s SCC filings to add the very two paragraphs he attested to the IRS on August

1, 2011 already existed Free Market’s articles of organization, in order to obtain tax-

exempt status for Free Market. Exhibit 24.

147. These amendments quietly added the required, but never-before

included requirements to Free Market’s SCC organizing documents that Schnare

nonetheless attested to IRS in 2011 were in fact in place when seeking tax-exempt

status on that basis.

148. This recent filing reflects payment of a $200.00 premium to expedite

processing by the SCC.

149. Schnare sought expedited approval once before, in 2011, with that

same Form 1023 application to the IRS for tax-exempt status on behalf of Free

Market, claiming that “A primary donor, American Tradition Institute has agreed to

help seed the organization with approximately $100,000 or more if expected funds

are available...However', this donation is contingent upon our receiving tax-exempt

status on or about November 1, 2011 If [sic] we have not received our tax-exempt-

status by this date,- our donor has indicated he may not make this

I
I
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contribution...Without

lthis
initial financial support, especially in these economic

times, our organization may be unable to get established and could be forced to

significantly delay or cease operations, whether temporary or long-tenn. Please

kindly accept our request to expedite our 501(c)(3) status, as the future of our

organization depends on it.” Exhibit 25. (signed “David Schnare, Esq. Ph.D.”). 1%

such grant in fact occurred.2

150. According to Schnare, soon after he submitted Free Market’s Form

1023 with the IRS, the SCC informed him “a non-stock corporation could not be

engaged in the practice of law.” Exhibit 22.

151. Despite having an outstanding request with the IRS for tax-exempt

status for Free Market, attesting mere days before that Free Market was not a limited

liability company, and had no members, Schnare registered Free Market with the

SCC on August 10, 2011 as a Virginia limited liability corporation engaged in the

practice of public interest law, which has members, and cannot obtain 501(c)(3) tax-

exempt status. Exhibit 1.

152. After Schnare was informed by the 800 on or before August 7, 2011,

that a non-stock corporation could not be engaged in the practice of law, after Schnare

subsequently formed Free Market formally as a PLLC and abandoned Free Market’s

2 On September 10, 2011, the IRS granted Free Market’s request for status as

a tax—exempt 501(c)(3) organization on the basis ofArticles of Incorporation and other

records submitted by Schnare representing Free Market to be a board-governed

nonstock corporation. Exhibit 26. However real at the time Schnare made his claim

of a major contribution'l contingent upon prompt approval of tax-exempt status, the

IRS did promptly granti Free Market the requested status, but neither Free Market’s

IRS Form 990 for the Iiext tax year (Exhibit 6), nor the alleged eager donor 990 for

2011 (Exhibit 27) reflelct any such grant.
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required organizational form as represented to the IRS without informing the IRS,

Schnare proceeded on Firee Market’s behalf with the IRS tax-exempt status granted

on false pretenses, then operated for over six years, informing no one of his errors:

neither his client, the SCC, nor the IRS. Nor did he ever endeavor to remedy his

malpractice or mitigate the damage that was accruing.

153. To the contrary, each year, Schnare filed Forms 990 with the IRS

representing that the entity was a 501(c)(3) organization, governed by a board of

directors consistent with tax-exemption requirements, for each required tax year of

its existence, 2012-2016 (2017 Form 990 is not yet due to the IRS). At no time did

Schnare instead correct his myriad errors. Exhibits 6 - 10.

154. Schnare now says he “gave it no more thought whatsoever.”

155. On March 15, 2012 Schnare changed the name of the Mason Clinic to

Free Market Environmental Law Clinic. Exhibit 5. Schnare also avoided giving the

matter of his misrepresentations or their consequences any thought, nor did he -

confront and seek to mitigate and remedy his errors on this occasion.

Gross & Romanick Memo

156. In an email to Free Market’s Board and two contractors dated

December 29, 2017, Schnare wrote, in pertinent part:

Gentlemen: As I explained to Chris Horner, it appears I made some

significant errors.when preparing the by-laws and related papers for

FME Law. I admit I don't know what exactly is wrong or how best to fix

the matter. My concerns arise out of the fact that I was the "originator"

of FME Law and have never appointed "members." I don't know

whether I have any legal responsibility or authority remaining in that

role. I do know tliat it has been my intent to have Chris Horner obtain

firm control over FME Law, one way or another. That remains my goal.
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FME Law has

ritlained
the firm of Gross & Romanick to examine its

corporate status d advise FME Law as to the status of the Board, the

Executive Directtir, the Originator, the by—laws and anything else that

needs attention, and to recommend actions to get everything in proper

order.....If I find that, as a matter of law, I no longer have any

responsibility or authority, then you will see me walk away from this

situation at least knowing that outside counsel has provided FME Law

options on how to proceed to correct my mistakes.

Exhibit 28.

157. On January 15, 2018, Schnare sent to Hardin a Word document

authored by Gross & ROmanick, P.C. Mr. Schnare represented to Hardin that Charles

Dean of Gross & Romanick, P.C. was in fact the author. Exhibit 3.

158. The memorandum is addressed and purports to offer legal advice to

“all interested parties” in Free Market, which include Hardin. Exhibit 3, g. 1.

159. One of the theories propounded by this memo was that due to

Schnare’s many errors Hardin was the only lawful director of the organization,

the other two board members being disqualified pursuant to Virginia. Code § 13.1-

1118, requiring all members or managers of a PLLC engaged in the practice of

law, to be licensed attorneys. Exhibit 3, Q. 1.

160. Schnare never required directors to be licensed attorneys in Virginia.

Schnare as counsel had ever advised this course, instead stocking the board for the

entirety of the above-described existence and activities with “two of my close

colleagues, one a law school mate” (on inactive status with the Virginia Bar at all

1

relevant times) Exhibit'l17.

161. The Gross memo further states that Schnare’s mistakes constitutes

l

grounds for cancellation;of Free Market’s certificate of organization. Exhibit 3, Q. 1.
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162. Should
Free

Market’s certificate be cancelled, the memo concludes,

Hardin should or couldl serve as a “trustee in liquidation” to transfer its assets.

Exhibit 3, p_. 5.

h

163. The Gross memo further states that “[rlegardless ofwhether FME is

considered an unincorporated entity or a PLLC, it’s [sic] status as a tax-exempt entity

under I.R.C. 501(c)(3) is questionable at best. The incorrect organizing documents

were submitted with Form 1023. The annual filings reflect a PLLC organization that

is not supported by the initial Form 1023 filing and is not Wholly owned by another

tax-exempt organization.” Exhibit 3, Q. 4.

164. The Gross memo further states that “Of course, if the IRS were to

investigate and rule that tax exempt status was improperly obtained, FME would

likely be forced to disgorge any monies raised and any contributors would have to

amend their personal tax returns to reflect donations to a non-exempt entity. In such

a scenario, it is likely that the members of the board would have some exposure for

misrepresenting the status of the organization. The loss of the tax exemption would

also trigger the ethics issue discussed above.” Exhibit 3, Q. 4.

165. The Gross memo further states that “the Executive Director is in

violation ofVirginia Rule of Professional Responsibility 5.4(c).” Exhibit 3, p_. 3.

166. The Gross memo further states that “In addition, Unauthorized

Practice Opinion 57 makes clear that, unless all the members of the Board of

Directors are Virginia licensed attorneys, FIVLE cannot engage in the practice of law

I
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l
and no attorney employed by FME can provide legal services to any entity other than

FME.” Exhibit 3, Q. 4. i
167. The. Grdss memo further states that, “If, however, FME were to lose

its status as a non-profit entity, no lawyer could work for FME without violating the

Rules of Professional Conduct unless each and every member of the Board of

Directors is a Virginia licensed attorney regardless of how the entity is structured.”

Exhibit 3, Q. 4.

168. According to the accompanying documents, in seeking the advice of

outside counsel, Schnare provided Gross & Romanick a copy of “By Laws of Free

Market Environmental Law Clinic”, dated July 29, 2011. Exhibit 4.

169. Gross & Romanick relied upon this document in providing its advice.

Exhibit 3, 22. 1, 2, 3, 4.

170. Outside counsel’s numerous reliances upon Schnare’s representation

of the bylaws include, and conclude, “Absent a showing that the disclaimer of

membership interests in the Bylaws was a scriveners’ error and therefore subject to

routine amendment, Mr. Schnare cannot be considered a member of FME.” Exhibit

m.

171. After outside counsel produced this assessment based on documents

Schnare provided and other representations he made, Schnare changed his story

about what those bylaws actually said.

172. After reéeiving this advice, and after having had suit filed against

him by Free Market seeking to effect this outside legal advice, compel production of

1
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1

financial records and a! financial accounting and otherwise protect Free Market’s

assets and interests (Civil Action No. CL 2018—2663), in March 2018, Schnare

subsequently filed with this Court a completely different document purporting to be

Free Market’s July 2011 bylaws, which purported to allow for membership interests.

Exhibit 22. “ExhibitA”; Exhibit 23.

173. This newly declared, purported July 30, 2011 “bylaws of George

Mason Environmental Law Clinic” is unburdened by the disqualifying language

contained in the version Schnare provided to outside counsel for assessment.

174. The new document removed all references to Section 501(c)(3) of the

Internal Revenue Code.

175. This replacement version of Free Market’s July 2011 bylaws

contained one other material change.

176. As Gross & Romanick noted in its advice, “Absent a showing that the

disclaimer of membership interests in the bylaws was a scriveners’ error and

therefore subject to routine amendment, Mr. Schnare cannot be considered a member

of FME.”

177. The newly—discovered version of bylaws, Article II —— Membership,

now states “Section 1 — Membership: Membership shall consist of the board of

directors.”

‘

178. Before the appearance of this new document, purporting to be

executed on July 30, 2011, Schnare had represented to the IRS, in his sworn August

35
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1, 2011, application seeiking tax—exempt status for Free Market, that Free Market

was not a limited liability company, with no members.
__

179. It was Schnare’s position, in seeking advice about the situation his

malpractice created, that a July 29, 2011 bylaws clearly stated it had no members

and was organized under 501(c)(3).

180. This served as the basis for outside counsel’s conclusion that

disqualified Schnare from his newfound claim ofbeing a member, and thereby owner,

of Free Market’s assets.

181. It then became Schnare’s position in a pleading before this Court in

Civil Action No. CL 2018-2663, that this new version declaring Free Market had

members, its membership was the board of directors, and Schnare as the sole board

member to be delivered a Windfall of Free Market’s assets, is the real Free Market

bylaws. Exhibit 22.

182. Upon information and belief, all of these documents have been

provided to all parties, and declared to be the real version, by Schnare alone; these

new documents are not in fact the real versions.

188. Both of Schnare’s claimed versions, that which he provided to outside

counsel seeking advice, and the version subsequently filed With this Court, purport

to be dated before his sworn filing to the IRS on behalf of Free Market.

184. Free Market is not yet aware which version Schnare provided to the

IRS on August 1, 2011. However, only the versiOn of Free Market’s bylaws Schnare

provided to outside courisel, the “first” version, is consistent or compatible with the

I
l
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representations he made in the August 1, 2011, Form 1023 seeking tax-exempt status

for Free Market. Indeed, the version of Free Market’s bylaws dated July 29, also

provided to outside counsel, asserts the same claims made in Schnare’s sworn filing

to the IRS dated August 1, 2011.

December 27, 2017 Board Meetmg

185. At the time of the first, telephonic board meeting with Hardin,

Mandelbaum informed Hardin and/or Free Market that the group had $921,580.07

in liquid assets.

186. On this call, the board of directors requested all financial information

be provided to it for its review, and was rebufi'ed by Mandelbaum, in his capacity as

Executive Director, who claimed he was in a quandary as to whom was the proper

and lawful authority governing the organization.

187. Simultaneous with this refusal, Mandelbaum asserted that the board

of directors had no authority and that he would no longer recognize its legitimacy.

188. On the same call, Mandelbaum informed Hardin that in the event the

board persisted in making demands for records he might have to go to the IRS to

report the group. Presumably the report implied in Mandelbaum’s threat related to

Free Market’s improper organizational structure, which Schnare implied to this

Court the IRS “had been informed” of previously. Exhibit 22.

189. This is the same report to the IRS that, when actually made by Hardin

after the January 27, 21018, confessions, threats and attempted extortion, Schnare

I

bemoaned on January 28, 2018. Exhibit 16.
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190. Afier
thils event, Mandelbaum continued to deny the Board access to

records, continuing until the time when Schnare declared he was sole owner.

191. Schnare joined Mandelbaum in subsequently claiming that

Mandelbaum’s refusal to recognize Free Market’s Board was a result ofMandelbaum

having discovered Schnare’s errors “in the Bar forms”, although Mandelbaum’s

earlier writings (Exhibit 11) and verbal representations suggested he was aware at

least by June 2017 of Schnare having commingled or converted Free Market’s assets

into his own name.

192. Free Market first registered as a professional limited liability

company with the Virginia State Bar effective November 9, 2011, and renewed for a

second time by re-registration dated October 27, 2015, in response to an October 15,

2015, notice from the State Bar.3 Exhibit 32.

193. As such, “the Bar forms”, or Free Market’s 2017 Virginia State Bar

Entity Registration, would have in fact come to Mandelbaum’s attention two months

or more prior to December 27, 2017.

194. Mandelbaum assumed the position of Free Market’s “Executive

Director” in January 2017, until terminated in January 2018.

195. Indeed, Mandelbaum signed Free Market’s 2017 Bar re-registration

on December 19, 2017, Exhibit 33.

I

I

3 On that date, Sbhnare informed the Virginia State Bar, “Please note with

care, the Bar lists our organization as “George Mason Environmental Law Clinic,

PLLC” but has changed the Registered Agent organizational name to the Free

Market Environmental Law Clinic. The Law Clinic’s Board of Directors changed the

organizations [sic] name; from George Mason ELC to Free Market ELC, as sown [sic]

on records enclosed hereto”. Exhibit 32.

l

l
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196. Schnare continued angling to return to Free Market’s board of

directors, in writing and otherwise, and with the participation ofThompson, right up

to the evening of December 20, 2017, when he learned his participation was not

desired.
‘

i

197. By Schnare’s own representations as to how he learned of Free

Market’s improper organizational structure, created by his own hand, Schnare sought

to return to Free Market aware of his errors and the implications, and'so for the

purpose of perpetuating his mistakes without discovery and consequence.

198. Only after learning he would not be asked to rejoin Free Market’s

Board, having already, according to his own representations, adopted a position with

Mandelbaum that Free Market had no Board as of the day Schnare resigned in

January 2017, did Schnare declare this purported discovery.

199. This was the same time when the demands, threats and attempted

extortion began.

200. Schnare’s notice that his participation was not welcome was affirmed

by a December 20, 2017, email among outgoing Free Market board members, an

incoming board member, and a consultant.

201. Although Schnare was not in fact a visible party to this

correspondence, he somehow replied to all actual parties to the announcement that a

third board member héad agreed to join, “I’m delighted that [Homer] has found

another experienced peri'son to serve on the FME Board. My very best to each of you

and wish you all a Merriy Christmas. David Schnare.”
I
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202. Schnare later stated that he was in fact far from delighted.

Regardless, this December 20, 2017 affirmation of Free Market’s governing Board is

irreconcilable with his current position, that the board is illegitimate and was

disbanded the moment he resigned in January 2017, a conclusion he claims resulted

from Mandelbaum recognizing an improper structure in 2017 when processing “the

Bar forms”. Mandelbaum signed Free Market’s Bar re-registration on December 19,

2017 and, as noted, on information and belief, reviewed those forms prior to that.

203. Two of the four parties to this email “thread” included the outgoing

“old mate” Free Market board members, Thompson and Gold.

204. Upon information and belief, neither of the other two parties to that

correspondence, Garrison or Horner, copied Schnare on the email.

205. At the January 27, 2017, meeting, Schnare made clear that he was

not in fact delighted, but that his rejection is in part behind his demands and threats.

206. Discussing his lack of a resumed role with Free Market after

having been “totally cashiered” from the US. Environmental Protection Agency, after

which firing he also made threats} Schnare said “you’re looking at a guy who feels

pretty [expletive deleted] defeated. So it’s personal to me.”

207. Schnare affirmed this in the same meeting, informing Hardin that

“the destruction ofFree Market, the closing of it, is probably a good thing. Because it

4 See, e.g., “When the time comes I will name names and go into specifics,”

Schnare said. When asked if the details would be “eye-opening,” he responded: “Oh,

I think so.”” Michael Bastasch, “‘I Will Name Names’: Infighting At EPA Drives Top

Official To Resign,” Dailly Caller, March 19, 2017, http://dailycaller.com/2017/03/19/i—

Will-name-names—infighting—at—epa—drives-top-official-to-resignl.
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isn’t doing what I wanted it to do and I don’t need to have any involvement with an

organization that isn’t doing what I want it to do.”

The Januazy 27, 2018 Meeting

208. Schnare’s short-lived posture of confession and apology for his

malpractice changed at a January 27, 2018, meeting when he and Mandelbaum came

to meet with Hardin in Greene County to discuss a transfer of assets to another

charity and wrapping up Free Market. At this meeting, Schnare had promised Hardin

that Schnare would produce the group’s financials.

209. At this meeting, Schnare provided instead a self-produced one-page

list of claimed assets on Free Market letterhead captioned as Free Market Financial

Statement. Exhibit 29.

210. During the meeting, Schnare confessed, inter alia, “The only reason

we’re in trouble today is because Chaim recognized when he was filling out the IRS

forms that we were in the wrong structure.”

211. After Mandelbaum corrected Schnare to say it was “the Bar forms”

that first alerted Mandelbaum to the discrepancy in Free Market’s organizational

status, Schnare continued, “The whole point is, this is a mistake that was made six

years ago, and we [sic] are at risk of losing all of i .”
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l
212. Mandelbllaum then continued, claiming “Once I became aware of it I

moved immediately to inform those needed, who needed to know. And I moved to

correct it.” (Mandelbaum).5

213. To this, Schnare followed up, “Which meant telling the Board that

they weren’t, that they were no longer a viable Board, because they no longer had a

quorum...So, the whole point is, this is a mistake that was made six years ago, and

we are at risk of losing all of it. . ..We are at risk of losing everything.”

214. At the January 27 ,
2018 meeting, Schnare and Mandelbaum also

informed Hardin “there will be a payout”, “this is not a negotiation”, that Hardin must

sign offon Schnare’s and Mandelbaum’s financial demands, and agree with all parties

to Sign a non-litigation agreement, before turning over remaining funds to a successor

group.

215. During the course of the January 27, 2018, in-person meeting,

Schnare and Mandelbaum repeatedly suggested that a payoffwas necessary in order

to “keep things quiet” because “The Democratic Attorney General ofVirginia” would

love to investigate the charity and that such an investigation should be forestalled.6

216. On the evening of January 27 , 2018, Mr. Schnare wrote by email to

Free Market consultant Homer, an Albemarle County resident and attorney for Free

5 In fact, as noted; supra, Mandelbaum did not do so, and neither had Schnare

until after suit was filed in this Court and Free Market’s assets attached, when

Schnare submitted Articles ofAmendment to the SCC on February 21, 2018.

6 Free Market is generally seen as “conservative” in its views, with the implied

threat by Mandelbaum being that “the Democratic Attorney Genera
”

therefore would

be open to the prospect of seeing its charitable purpose frustrated.

11
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Market, to suggest that Mr. Homer could face criminal penalties if a confidential

payout was not obtained and a full resolution made in private, which terms Schnare

indicated Horner must agree to avoid the threatened consequences. Exhibit 15.

217. At the January 27, 2018 meeting, Schnare stated a willingness, should

all of his conditions be met, to turn over “$600,000 or so” of the, at the time, claimed

$877,270.20. Mandelbaum confirmed his position that “it will be about $600,000.”

218. At this January 27, 2018 meeting, Schnare informed Hardin that if

the urge strikes him, after seeing how his demands are received, Schnare could make

himself sole member, and, “If I did,‘ all that money in the bank, is mine, personally.”

219. Schnare already confessed, moments before, that “it has never been

mine.”

220. Schnare stated later, despite that “I could do any flicking thing I

wanted”, he did not want to do this, as “That is not what I want to have to go in front

of a judge and have to deal with.”

221. One consistent thread running between these threats and demands is

Schnare’s refusal to allow any party to review Free Market’s financial history.

222. Schnare’s self-created troubles with Free Market’s finances have, like

his fear of exposure for his original errors in Free Market’s legal organization, proved

to be compounding factors in the original malpractice, and drivers of the recent

behavior further compounding his malpractice.
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PIost-Januau
27 Meeting Develogmnts

223. On Jamiary 27, 2018, Hardin, for Free Market, wrote to Schnare

through counsel requesting Schnare provide all documents relevant to Free Market

which previously had been requested but not provided, provide access to the group’s

assets and financial information, and otherwise minimize adverse legal consequences

to the group. Exhibit 30.

224. Schnare replied by letter identifying himself as the “sole member of

the Free Market Environmental Law Clinic...“ Exhibit 31.

225. Free Market has no information whether Schnare reclaimed control

of the records Free Market demanded both of him, and Mandelbaum before his

termination. Regardless, Schnare worked together with Mandelbaum to deprive Free

Market of its property, the opportunity to mitigate and remedy its losses and

exposure caused by Schnare’s malpractice, and otherwise continued and exacerbated

the damage Schnare initially created then compounded for Free Market.

226. Schnare has made demands of Free Market on Mandelbaum’s behalf

as of one with his own, advanced Mandelbaum’s threats with his own, and otherwise

represented Mandelbaum and Mandelbaum’s interests against Free Market for

whom he has served as an attorney and board member for most of the preceding seven

years.

227. This effort included preventing Hardin from properly auditing a non-

profit to whose board he was elected (denying him and the Board access to bank

records), and making extortive threats and demands of approximately a quarter of a

I
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1

million dollars in orderllto “keep things quiet”, and not seek to initiate investigation

of the group including liy “The Democratic Attorney General ofVirginia”.

228. Meanwhile, Schnare had confessed to having commingled personal

and charitable funds, then claimed all of the assets as his own when his demands

were not met.

229. As Commonwealth’s Attorney, upon learning what Hardin learned

and being subjected to the above described threats, and after seeing Schnare attempt

to extort another party as part of his effort, Hardin was compelled to initiate an

investigation about Schnare and Mandelbaum’s threats, to include whether the laws

ofVirginia have been broken and whether this charity’s assets remain intact.

230. Hardin was, however, inherently conflicted out from investigating the

matter as Commonwealth’s Attorney for Greene County, where many of the January

27, 2018 threats occurred, given his role as Chairman of the Board of Free Market

and how the information came to him on that day. As such, he promptly reported

these financial irregularities and related facts to appropriate authorities and took

steps to protect the group’s assets including filing suit for declaration of control of

Free Market, and pre—trial attachment of the assets at risk of conversion.

231. On January 31, 2018, upon motion of Free Market and Hardin to

protect Free Market’s assets, this Court ordered those assets attached in Civil Action

No. CL 2018-1541. Exhibit 12.

232. Upon iniomation and belief, the total amount contained with this

these accounts is $8712:70.20. Exhibit 29.

I

l
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COUNT ONE

LEGAL MALPRACTICE

|
|

l
1:

233. The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 232 are incorporated

as if fully set forth herein.

234. Schnare served as Free Market’s attorney from its inception until at

least 2017, and continuously provided services to Free Market as its attorney,

relating to its formation, maintenance, tax status, and other matters, during that

time.

235. In serving as Free Market’s counsel, as detailed above, Schnare acted

negligently, and violated the standard of care for attorneys in the Commonwealth of

Virginia.

236. As a direct and proximate result of Schnare’s negligence and violations

of the standard of care for attorneys in the Commonwealth ofVirginia, Free Market

has been damaged.

237. Schnare’s actions, as aforesaid, were intentional, willful and wonton,

and contrary to Free Market’s rights.

WHEREFORE, Free Market requests that judgment be entered in its favor,

and against Schnare, for compensatory damages of $1,000,000, plus punitive
-

damages of $350,000, plus prejudgment and post-judgment interest, plus costs.

COUNT TWO

BREACH OF FIDUCIARYDUTY

238. The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 237 above are

incorporated by referende as if fully set forth herein.
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239. As Free Market’s attorney, and as a member, officer and employee of

Free Market, Schnare } ad a fiduciary duty to Free Market.

240. Schnare acted contrary to his fiduciary duty to Free Market.

241. As a direct and proximate result of Schnare’s breaches of his fiduciary

duty to Free Market, Free Market has been damaged.

242. Schnare’s actions, as aforesaid, were intentional, willful and wonton,

and contrary to Free Market’s rights.

WHEREFORE, Free Market requests that judgment be entered in its favor,

and against Schnare, for compensatory damages of $1,000,000, plus punitive

damages of $350,000, plus prejudgment and post-judgment interest, plus costs.

COUNT THREE

CONVERSION

243. The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 242 above are

incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein.

244.. Upon information and belief, Schnare has misappropriated funds

rightfully belonging to Free Market.

245. Despite Free Market’s demands therefor, Schnare has failed and refiised

to return the funds belonging to Free Market.

246. As a direct and proximate result of Schnare’s conversion, Free Market

has been damaged.

247. 'Schnare’sé actions, as aforesaid, were intentional, willful and wanton,

and contrary to Free Market’s rights.
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WHEREFORE, fill-ea Market requests that judgment be entered in its flavor,
and against Schnare, 'for compensatory damages of $1,000,000, plus mullitive
damages of $350,000, plus prajudgment and post-judgment interest, plus costs.

:

JURYDEIWAND

Free Market demands a jury on all claims so triable.

FREE MARKETENVIROWENTAL LAW CLINIC, PLL
By Counsel

HYLAND LAWP

‘mothy B. Hyland (VSB No. 31163)
Elizabeth A. Dwyer (VSB No. 87486)

Counsel for Plaintiff
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